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You only need one 
            Aluminum Supplier

Besides saving time, yours, we are 
your most competitive edge for 6061 
plate, sheet, bar, shapes and tube in 
Southern California and Arizona. 

U Extensive inventory - one stop shopping 
More stocked product shapes and sizes than 
ever!

U Competitive pricing - fewer calls 
One call gets you competitive pricing!

U Custom extrusions - less processing 
Save processing time and money.

U Metal contracts - avoid risk 

U Hold & release programs - improve 
cash flow 
Let us store the large order and deliver as 
needed.

U Precision sawing - less machining 
When a band-saw cut just isn’t close enough.

U Consistent quality products - when 
only the best will do 
We work directly with the largest US-based 
aluminum mills.

U Rush processing - need it now? 
Same day will-call or next day delivery of 
your cut material 

We Save You Time

since 1 94 8

Need Aluminum?
Contact us today!
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Custom ExtrusionsServices

Tomorrow or in two hours!
We know that your job is more efficient if your metal 
can be cut or sheared before you get it. That’s 
why we have top of the line equipment, at all six 
locations, to offer precision sawing, production 
cutting and shearing. We will deliver processed 
material the next day or you can pick it up the same 
day at our Will-Call window.

We’re successful selling Aluminum because 
we create value - we save you time!

• Next day delivery
• Same day pick up in will-call
• Retail / Will-Call  open six days a week
• Cutting, sawing & shearing of metals

• Aluminum purchasing specialists that act as 
an extension of your buying process to locate 
hard to find items 

 
Broad Inventory
IMS is widely known for its broad inventory of 
stocked metals including Steel, Stainless Steel, 
Aluminum, Brass, Copper, Lead, Silicon Bronze and 
Bearing Bronze in various sizes and shapes. 

In addition, each of our locations feature expansive 
retail showrooms stocked full of specialty items, 
including imported hand-forged ornamental iron, 
decorative brass & stainless steel railing systems, 
patinas, welding supplies, educational books and 
much more. 

Aluminum Products

Our philosophy is that one call should fill all your 
aluminum needs – we carry an extensive inventory in 
six locations so we can get the metal in your hands 
immediately. And if we don’t have it, we’ll get it for you.

 
We Stock Aluminum in:

UÊ Rod & Bar
UÊ Shapes
UÊ Tube
UÊ Pipe

Mill Direct Products
We work with the best Aluminum producers globally 
because we know how important quality Aluminum 
is to your business. If you need technical input, let us 
know, and we’ll bring our mill reps to your business. 
We receive shipments daily from the following 
domestic mills:

UÊ Sheet & Coil
UÊ Plate
UÊ Cast Ground 

Tooling Plate

Custom Extrusions & Metal 
Contracts
Our customers save thousands of dollars and  
ample production time by taking advantage of a 
custom extrusion. You can use one of the thousands 
of standard dies from our mill’s libraries or work with 
mill experts to create a proprietary die that specifically 
meets your needs. Why not take advantage of 
bringing in a mill expert to further extend the quality  
of your manufactured products?

We are happy to set up metal contracts for those 
products that you order time and time again. With 
metal market pricing being rather volatile why not 
lock in a price for several months? We’re in the 
inventory business so let us store and deliver your 
materials on an as-needed basis.

Industrial Metal Supply was founded as a scrap 
and surplus business back in 1948 in Burbank, CA.  
Norman and Sally Sherman delivered metal out of 
the back end of their 1947 Pontiac station wagon 
that served as their pick-up truck by day and the 
family vehicle in the evening. Today IMS, which is still 
family-owned, has grown to five locations, over 300 
employees, 40 trucks & more than 400,000 square 
feet of warehouse space in California and Arizona. 


